Agenda
Tuesday, November 4, 2014
Winlock Lounge
12:30 pm-Lunch
1:00 pm – Meeting

• President’s Agenda

• Exclusion Rosters
  Grade rosters
  Class Size
  Evaluation for Chairs

• Alice Taylor
  Accreditation Update

• Mary-Jo Apigo
  SLOs
  Evaluation Tracking for Tenure Track
  Etudes use by on-campus faculty
  Grant developments

• Aracely Aguiar
  State degree plans
  Course outline report
  Certificate counts

• Eric Ichon
  Training Opportunities
  Evaluation for online instructors
  Student Success

• Rebecca Tillberg
  Winter 2015 Plan
  Program Review
  Educational Master Plan

• Kathy Walton
  Non-Credit
  Basic Skills
  New Development